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How was the idea for Machinery Partner Hatched?

Our founder, Ciaran had been very successful selling heavy equipment and
machinery in the global markets. He saw an unmet opportunity within the
small and emerging business sub-sector of the industry given the traditional
obstacles around sourcing, financing and service. He understood that
disruption to all three was needed to unlock the opportunity, so he set out to
build a company to do just that.

How did the other co-founders get involved?

Ciaran moved the company to Boston to participate in the Techstars
program. As part of that process, he met with Clement. During a pitch
preparation for Techstars, Clement and Matt (who was operating in a mentor
role) became so excited about the idea and the opportunity, that they started
side-texting each other. Shortly thereafter, both decided to invest in the
company and become full time employees. Clement left his position as
Managing Director of Techstars and Matt stepped away from day to day
management of his brewery business.

Why is this positioned as a Seed round and not a Series A?

Our goal with this round is really to solidify the playbook, not to fully scale the
company. We are already profitable but there is work to be done to more fully
unlock the opportunity. We actually turned down an additional 3.5M more.

What is your core value proposition?

Simply put, we offer small and emerging businesses in the construction sector
a unique, direct-to-customer model for procurement, financing and service



that for the first time offers a pathway to growth. Unlike a bank or leasing
company, we use business metrics, AI and machine learning to rate the risk of
the borrower, the size of the opportunity and the real asset value. In doing so,
we are able to help small businesses realize their dream of starting a
business, or grow their existing business. More than just financing, however,
we offer data-driven insights regarding performance and maintenance of
equipment, to reduce operating costs and decrease rate of maintenance
issues.

What are you planning to do with the proceeds?

Very simple: hire staff and solidify our playbook so that we can grow rapidly.
We have openings both in sales as well as technology development.

What percentage of sales will come from the US vs UK?

Until we scale up the business 100% will be in North America

How big is the team now?

Nearly 10 people

How big will you be a year from now?

And we anticipate having between 30 and 40 employers by next summer.

Where are your offices?

While we are building this company to be a remote-first company, our
headquarters are in Boston with a second office in Ireland. We will continue to
add team members to both, with more sales and technology in the US, and
more equipment relationship development in the EU.

Do you work with US manufacturers as well?

Our goal is to offer our customers the widest selection of the highest quality
equipment at an affordable price. Given Ciaran’s background and
relationships, as well as our initial market focus, most of our equipment



partners are in Europe. That said, we’re already in discussions with several
major US manufacturers.

What’s to stop any of the major equipment or vehicle finance companies
from jumping in?

We bring unique business expertise coupled with transformative technology
and experiences and with a singular goal of unlocking opportunity for small
businesses.

What does a typical customer/sale look like for you?

Given our market focus, our average deal is for 1 to 4 pieces of equipment
ranging from $100k to $1M in value.

What happens if your customer defaults on the equipment?

Part of our due diligence process is analyzing not just the borrower, but the
overall opportunity – how the equipment will be used. Ideally, our customers
are investing in growth, and as such we work with our customer to make sure
that the pricing of our equipment is something that they can afford. In the
unfortunate instance where a customer can not meet financial obligations,
we will take possession of the asset.

How are you different from equipment rental or share companies?

Our customers are investing in equipment that is core to their business and
that will unlock future growth, scale and profitability. As such, their needs are
in the long run. We facilitate sales direct from manufacturers, enabling up to
25% in direct to customer discounts.  Additionally, we always sell the exact
right price of equipment for the right job, and provide world class in-house
financing and deep support from both us and direct from the manufacturer.


